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ABSTRACT

Objective: Development of an easy to administer, low-cost test of vestibular function.
Methods: Members of the NIH Toolbox Sensory Domain Vestibular, Vision, and Motor subdomain
teams collaborated to identify 2 tests: 1) Dynamic Visual Acuity (DVA), and 2) the Balance Accelerometry Measure (BAM). Extensive work was completed to identify and develop appropriate
software and hardware. More than 300 subjects between the ages of 3 and 85 years, with
and without vestibular dysfunction, were recruited and tested. Currently accepted gold standard
measures of static visual acuity, vestibular function, dynamic visual acuity, and balance were performed to determine validity. Repeat testing was performed to examine reliability.
Results: The DVA and BAM tests are affordable and appropriate for use for individuals 3 through
85 years of age. The DVA had fair to good reliability (0.41–0.94) and sensitivity and specificity
(50%–73%), depending on age and optotype chosen. The BAM test was moderately correlated
with center of pressure (r 5 0.42–0.48) and dynamic posturography (r 5 20.48), depending on
age and test condition. Both tests differentiated those with and without vestibular impairment
and the young from the old. Each test was reliable.
Conclusion: The newly created DVA test provides a valid measure of visual acuity with the head
still and moving quickly. The novel BAM is a valid measure of balance. Both tests are sensitive to
age-related changes and are able to screen for impairment of the vestibular system. Neurologyâ
2013;80 (Suppl 3):S25–S31
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BAM 5 Balance Accelerometry Measure; COP 5 center of pressure; DS 5 double-limb feet together stance; DVA 5 dynamic
visual acuity; ETDRS 5 Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study; ICC 5 intraclass correlation coefficient; logMAR 5
logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; NPL 5 normalized path length; SOT 5 sensory organization testing; SVA 5
static visual acuity; TS 5 tandem stance; VH 5 vestibular hypofunction; VOR 5 vestibulo-ocular reflex; VSP 5 vestibulospinal outputs.

The vestibular system is an integral component of our sensory experience and sensory-motor
function. Healthy peripheral and central vestibular anatomy is essential for functionally relevant
gaze stability during head motion and postural control.1 However, gaze stabilization and balance
are enabled by multiple sensory inputs (e.g., visual, somatosensory, and vestibular), integration
and interpretation of these redundant sources of orientation, and motor output, each of which
may be affected by age or damage.1–4 Patients with vestibular pathology often report oscillopsia
(due to gaze instability), imbalance, and/or vertigo. The redundancy of the sensory information
confounds distinction of the causal mechanisms of oscillopsia and/or imbalance. However, the
unique contributions of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and vestibulospinal outputs (VSP) to
gaze stability and balance, respectively, can direct the identification of tests to screen for pathology of the vestibular system.
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The semicircular canals and otolith end organs are the primary contributors to the VOR
and VSP, respectively, but not exclusively. Damage to either of these organs will lead to unique
impairments. Investigators have reported that patients with canal dysfunction have impaired
dynamic visual acuity (DVA),5–12 and damage
to the vestibulospinal system causes postural control impairment.13–16 Furthermore, adults and
children with unilateral or bilateral vestibular
dysfunction fail balance tests that require resolution of sensory conflicts regarding posture and
that rely primarily on vestibular afference.3,17–20
Based on a comprehensive review of available
tests and the literature, the NIH Toolbox Vestibular Team (R.M.R., M.C.S., S.L.W., J.P.C.,
N.P.S., G.P.J., D.M.W.) decided to include
one test that attempts to isolate the vestibular
system’s contribution to gaze stability (indirect
measure of the VOR), and one that attempts
to isolate the vestibular system’s contribution
to postural control (indirect measure of VSP).
Most tests were excluded because of 1) reliance
on self-report of symptoms, 2) high cost, 3)
requirement of expertise to administer and
interpret, and/or 4) lack of sensitivity, validity,
or reliability.

Figure 1
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Rate sensor attached to headband and hat for monitoring rate of head
movement
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The team selected 2 tests: the Dynamic Visual
Acuity test and a Balance Accelerometry Measure (BAM) (a modification of the Clinical
Test of Sensory Interaction for Balance.20 Furthermore, it was agreed that the static component (static visual acuity [SVA]) of the DVA and
BAM would be used as part of vision testing and
as the NIH Toolbox Motor Domain balance
measure, respectively. Although both the DVA
and balance measures have a well-established history of use clinically and for research, clinical
versions require expertise and have limited sensitivity and specificity. Well-established, existing
computerized versions that quantify the DVA
and postural control are expensive. Thus, new
versions of these tests were developed, modified,
and validated for inclusion in the NIH Toolbox.
METHODS DVA test. Equipment. A low-cost computerized
test that minimizes motor, language, and cultural effects was
developed (R.M.R., M.C.S., D.R., B.C., J.B., J.S.).21 Custom
software was written in Python and C11. Hardware included
a 2-GHz Intel dual central processing unit laptop with 2 GB of
RAM (IBM Thinkpad; IBM, Armonk, NY). The laptop was
connected to a 1440 3 900 resolution monitor that displayed
the optotypes. The operator used the built-in laptop display. For
the head motion subtest, a single-axis rate sensor (O-Navi, Vista,
CA) for detecting horizontal head rotation was attached to a soft
bicycle light strap and secured to the head (figure 1). The rate
sensor triggered the software to flash an optotype only when head
velocity met or exceeded 180° per second.
Technique. The test required an individual to identify an
optotype (letter or symbol) presented one at a time at progressively smaller sizes. Subjects sat 12.5 ft away from the viewing
screen at their eye level. An initial “quick” screening of SVA
was completed starting at size 20/50 and presenting a single random letter per acuity size (steps of 0.1 logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution [logMAR]), either going smaller until one was
identified incorrectly or larger until one was identified correctly.
Next we collected the subjects’ static and dynamic visual acuity scores. For SVA, the head was kept stationary. For DVA, the
subject actively moved his or her head to the left and right, but we
were able to uniquely flash an optotype for rotations to one side
only, enabling us to determine a DVA score for left and right
rotations. Five optotypes per size were presented. Static testing
trials began at 20/80 and continued through to identify the smallest size for which all 5 optotypes were correctly identified (minimal size to accurately identify all optotypes at a size) and the
smallest size for which at least 3 of 5 optotypes were correctly
identified (the minimal size to accurately identify the majority of
optotypes at a size). The trial stopped automatically when these
criteria were met. Dynamic testing was performed similarly,
except the trial started at 3 sizes above the static acuity level.
Additionally, all children completed training trials as described
previously21 to assure proper head movement; testing proceeded
when 80% success was achieved in training. During dynamic
testing, the optotypes appeared only if the head moved .180°
per second (monitored by a rate sensor on a headband; figure 1).
All subjects were encouraged to guess even if they were not confident (i.e., forced-guess paradigm). Retesting was completed on
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Table 1

Reliability of static and dynamic acuity scores by age
Lea

HOTV

ETDRS

Age, y

No.

Static
ICCb

Dynamic
ICC

Static
ICC

Dynamic
ICC

Static
ICC

Dynamic
ICC

3–4

25

0.71a

0.05

0.75a

0.49a

—

—

5–6

27

0.80a

0.43a

0.66a

0.52a

—

a

a

a

a

7–12

136 0.92

13–17

24

—

18–75

24

—

0.26

—
a

0.85

0.41a

0.94

0.46

—

—

—

0.75a

0.73a

—

—

—

0.84a

0.79a

Abbreviations: ETDRS 5 Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study; ICC 5 intraclass
correlation coefficient.
a
Significance level p # 0.05.
b
ICC is an assessment of the consistency of measurements made by an instrument.

the same day within 1 hour by 53 adults and within 5 to 10 days
by 246 children.
Scores were determined from each subject performing a single
SVA test and 2 DVA tests (right and left).21 The difference in logMAR scores achieved on the static and dynamic conditions is the
DVA score (calculated separately for leftward and rightward rotations), which represents the vestibular contribution to gaze stability.
We determined the age at which letters vs symbols were most
effective, valid, and reliable for testing visual acuity. To identify the
optimal optotypes for use with children, subjects younger than 13
years were tested using different optotype sets (Lea, HOTV, and
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] test22,23;
table 1) in a single session without rest. Sequence of optotype set
presentation was assigned in a random block design to control for
the effects of fatigue and/or boredom.
Subjects without (n 5 301; 51% female, 49% male) and with
(n 5 17; 59% female, 41% male) vestibular hypofunction (VH)
(bilateral or unilateral, confirmed by rotary and/or caloric tests)
participated. Ocular motor examination and medical history
review was completed to ensure that exclusion criteria were
met: central or peripheral nervous system pathology (except vestibular), oculomotor weakness, cognitive deficit, and pregnancy.

Table 2

Reliability of BAM across age groupsa
ICC

Age, y

No.

BAM-1

BAM-2

BAM-3

BAM-4

BAM-5

BAM-6

3–8.5

45

Unable because of lack of variance

8.6–17

62

0.82

0.88

18–35

31

0.72

0.56

0.97

0.87

0.97

0.73

0.33

0.79

0.34

0.48

36–65

41

0.89

0.74

0.73

0.82

0.83

0.27

66–85

29

3–17

107

0.87

0.86

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.06

0.82

0.87

0.97

0.87

0.95

0.70

18–85

101

0.86

0.83

0.74

0.77

0.82

0.36

Abbreviations: BAM 5 Balance Accelerometry Measure; ICC 5 intraclass correlation
coefficient.
a
BAM conditions: 1 5 eyes open, stand on firm surface, 2 5 eyes closed, stand on firm
surface, 3 5 eyes open, stand on dense foam, 4 5 eyes closed, stand on dense foam, 5 5
eyes open in tandem stance on firm surface, 6 5 eyes closed in tandem stance on firm
surface. Although the number of adults completing any condition was 101 (normal 1 patients), the valid n changes between conditions because of a loss of balance/incomplete
trial. ICC is an assessment of the consistency of measurements made by an instrument.
Significance level p # 0.05.

SVA was also tested using the gold standard ETDRS testing using
backlit (lightbox) charts to enable examination of validity.23
Statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics were calculated to
summarize subject characteristics and completion rates. SVA scores
were correlated with scores obtained using the lightbox technique to
assess validity of the static test. Success rates on each optotype set
and correlations among optotypes were examined to determine the
optimal optotype for use with children. To examine validity of the
DVA, scores from subjects with and without VH were compared
using a t test, adult DVA scores obtained here were compared with
scores on a previously validated and reliable computerized DVA test
using a t test,5 and sensitivity and specificity were calculated. Test-retest
reliability was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs).

Balance Accelerometry Measure. Equipment. Accelerometers
have been used to assess postural control24 in older adults and to
identify early symptoms of Parkinson disease.25 A low-cost tool that
quantifies postural sway using an accelerometer was developed by
team members at the University of Pittsburgh.26 A dual-axis accelerometer (ADXL213AE, 61.2 g; Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood,
MA) was chosen for its low-frequency characteristics and because it
was designed to optimally record mediolateral and anteroposterior
acceleration of the pelvis/trunk during standing. The accelerations
are transmitted wirelessly using 16-bit bluetooth transmission at
100 Hz. Full description of hardware and algorithms used are available in a previous report.26
Technique. Initially, 26 standing test positions/conditions
were explored; the most difficult was a single leg stance on a dense
foam pad with eyes closed while moving the head in the yaw
plane at approximately 2 Hz. The reliability and feasibility of
measuring accelerations of the pelvis for the various conditions
was evaluated. Six conditions were chosen to measure vestibulospinal function during standing, which the team believed had
the potential to differentiate persons by age, and yet be completed
by most participants across the age span. These include doublelimb feet together stance (DS) or tandem stance (TS) under varied vision and surface conditions: 1) eyes open on a solid floor
DS, 2) eyes closed on a solid floor DS, 3) eyes open on dense
foam DS, 4) eyes closed on dense foam DS, 5) eyes open on solid
floor TS, and 6) eyes closed on solid floor TS. After testing several
types of foam, the Airex balance pad (Advanced Medical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA) was chosen for the foam test condition. This pad created the greatest sway on a force plate
compared with 2 other types of frequently used foam pads.
The BAM protocol was tested by the balance team (S.L.W.,
R.M.R., M.S.R., M.C.M., B.C., G.F.M., J.L.R., C.C.L., G.F.,
D.P.S., H.J.H., J.S.) using subjects of varying ages with and without vestibular pathology. Subjects between the ages of 3 and
85 years without (n 5 203) and with (n 5 25) VH were recruited,
grouped by age (table 2), and tested. A medical history review, and
somatosensory, vision, vestibular, and lower extremity strength
screening were completed on all subjects to ensure compliance with
exclusion criteria as noted above.
All subjects were asked to stand quietly for 70 seconds, and to
look at a symbol or picture placed centrally at eye height, in eyes-open
conditions. The first 5 seconds of data were discarded to ensure stability of measures, yielding 65 seconds of data for analysis. The normalized path length (NPL) (mG/s; higher values indicate more sway)
of the acceleration time series calculated was used for scoring and
analyses. Concurrent measures of center of pressure (COP) were
obtained from a force plate. For the adults, the BAM was placed anteriorly around the waist using a gait belt. To prevent children younger
than 13 years from disrupting the apparatus, the accelerometer was
placed posteriorly (figure 2). All subjects were given 3 attempts to
complete 1 trial of each condition. Repeat testing was performed by
Neurology 80 (Suppl 3) March 12, 2013
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Figure 2

Accelerometer attached to gait belt and placed anteriorly on adults
(A), posteriorly on children (B)

most subjects (n 5 206) on the same day after a short rest (minimum
of 25 minutes). Subjects also completed posturography sensory organization testing (SOT) (higher values indicate less sway),27 with concurrent BAM to examine validity.
To examine the impact of accelerometer placement for children,
whose locus of balance control is different than adults,3,28 3.0- to 8.5year-old children completed testing with the device at the waist and
again with the device placed at the upper thoracic level.
Statistical analysis. Reliability (ICCs) was calculated between
the test and retest trials at 40, 50, and 60 seconds. BAM was compared with COP measures using a Pearson correlation coefficient.
Concurrent validity of BAM scores with those obtained from the
SOT was evaluated with a Spearman nonparametric correlation
coefficient. SOT and BAM scores of subjects who could not complete the task because of a loss of balance were assigned a score equal
to 3 SDs below the mean (age-group matched). Results obtained
from those with and without VH (confirmed as above) were compared to determine validity using a t test for independent samples.
Mean age group differences on BAM scores were tested using a
1-way analysis of variance separately within pediatric and adult age
ranges.

Examination of successful completion rates revealed that 100% of individuals 13 years and older completed ETDRS testing, and
99% of children 5 through 12 years completed HOTV
and Lea testing. Furthermore, among the 3- and 4-yearolds, 91% and 85% completed static testing using
Lea and HOTV optotypes, respectively. However, in
the dynamic condition, only 74% and 69% were able
to complete testing using the Lea and HOTV optotypes, respectively. There was excellent correlation
between optotypes for HOTV and ETDRS (r $
0.93, p 5 0.001) and for Lea and ETDRS (r 5 0.90,
p 5 0.001). Furthermore, there was good correlation

RESULTS Dynamic visual acuity.
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(r 5 0.78, p 5 0.001) of the NIH Toolbox static
ETDRS scores with those from the ETDRS chart testing with a lightbox. Eighty-two percent of subjects
with pathology were aged 9 years or older, resulting
in minimal variance of scores obtained from the
younger groups (Lea and HOTV). The significantly
larger scores obtained by those with pathology resulted in a greater variance in the age groups including
these subjects. Therefore, the lack of subjects with
pathology in the younger groups would contribute
to minimal variance and the low ICC values, and
an underestimation of reliability for the dynamic test
in the younger groups. However, scores achieved by
children older than 10 years and adults were reliable
(table 1).
DVA scores differed between those with and without VH (p # 0.001 for adults; p # 0.1 for ETDRS
optotype in children). Effect sizes (mean difference/
SD) ranged from 0.80 to 1.84. Furthermore, dynamic
testing with HOTV, Lea, and ETDRS had fair to good
sensitivity (50%, 67%, and 73%, respectively) and specificity (73%, 63%, and 69%, respectively) and excellent
negative predictive value ($96% for all).
Balance Accelerometry Measure. Review of the rates of
successful completion on each condition by age revealed that most healthy individuals older than 8 years
could complete conditions 1 through 6. The majority
of children 3 through 5.9 years completed conditions
1 through 4, and those 6 through 8 years completed
conditions 1 through 5. Results of the ICCs support
that analysis of only 40 seconds of BAM data was
needed to yield reliable data for children and adults
(table 2). It must be noted that because of minimal
variance (low number of subjects with pathology), results are likely an underestimation of reliability.
The correlations of NPL and COP recordings ranged
from poor to excellent. For children, r values ranged
from 0.42 to 0.85, and were best with placement of
the accelerometer at the waist. For adults, r values ranged
from 0.42 to 0.70 across age groups and trial.
Correlation of scores from BAM condition 4 (standing on foam with eyes closed) and comparable posturography condition 5 (standing on sway-referenced support
surface with eyes closed) was moderate for children and
adults (r 5 20.48, p 5 0.04; and r 5 20.42, p 5
0.01, respectively). These are the conditions believed to
be most dependent on vestibular function for balance.
The small number of subjects with pathology (6
children and 18 adults) suggests low power. Despite
this, for adults, the NPL measure differed between
those with and without pathology on conditions 2
(p 5 0.02), 5 (p 5 0.04), and 6 (p 5 0.05), with a
trend for significance on 4 (p 5 0.10). For children,
scores differed only on condition 6 (p 5 0.001), with
a trend for significance on condition 4 (p 5 0.09).
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Figure 3

Age effects from Balance Accelerometry Measure condition 4. Scores
were optimal between 18 and 35 years of age

obtained from the BAM are reliable and valid, based
on results presented here. Final tool recommendations are that: 1) all conditions be retained for children 8 years and older and adults, 2) conditions 1 to 4
be retained for children younger than 8 years, 3) the
device be at the waist for all age levels, and 4) each
subject complete 1 trial (second trial offered only as
needed).
Because of the small sample of subjects
with VH, and because most children with VH had unilateral chronic conditions and thus had likely compensated (learned to use remaining vestibular function and
substitute strategies to balance), interpretation of these
results for potential clinical use of the DVA and BAM
is limited. However, the data support that the DVA
and BAM tests meet the requirements of the NIH
Toolbox: they are of low cost, can be completed in less
than 5 minutes, and are appropriate for use with individuals 3 through 85 years of age. The NIH Toolbox
DVA test is easy to administer and provides valid
and reliable testing of visual acuity with head still or
moving quickly. The NIH Toolbox BAM is reliable
and valid for measuring balance and assists in screening
for vestibular impairment. Both tests are sensitive to
age-related changes. Further study with a larger number of children and adults with confirmed vestibular
pathology is needed to firmly establish test sensitivity
and specificity. Normative data collection and analyses
on a large number of subjects across the lifespan have
been completed.
CONCLUSION

The NPL measure also reflected age-related effects
(figure 3).
DISCUSSION Test choice for NIH Toolbox. Because of
the slightly higher correlation of ETDRS and HOTV
scores, they are the default sets in the NIH Toolbox
for individuals aged 8 through 85 years, and 3 through
7 years, respectively. Lea optotype set will be made available for use. Completion rates on the SVA test were limited by cooperation of the youngest groups. Dynamic
test completion rates of the younger children were
affected by the dual task requirement (e.g., moving
the head and identifying symbol). Consequently, rates
were better with the use of Lea symbols. We acknowledge that although passive head movement is more specific to vestibular function, active movement was chosen
to ensure that the test was independent of the experience
of the tester, and the device assured proper velocity of
head movement.
The moderate correlation of BAM and SOT
scores may be attributable to the shortened duration
(20 seconds) of posturography testing, resulting in
less stable NPL measures. Interestingly, the lowest
correlations were in the older child group (13–17
years). Two issues may explain this: 1) this is a critical
period in balance development, particularly for use
of vestibular information3,28; and 2) during this age
period, children experience significant growth and
body morphology change. Despite this, measures
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